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COBE all-sky map at 53 GHz
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2018 Planck CMB map
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Einstein field equations with Λ
“Die Gröβte Eselei meines Lebens...”  (Gamov)

Beginning of (Theoretical) Modern Cosmology

 Universe:  eternal
 Universe =  Milky Way
 Universe:  static why?
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Image of H335H shows the glass side of the photographic plate, on 
which Hubble marked novae and, eventually, the first Cepheid in ink 

Hubble variable number one, or V1, two million 
light-years away in the outer regions of the 
neighboring Andromeda galaxy, or M31
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Year 1912

The Beginning of Modern Cosmology

 Distances Henrietta S. Leavitt (Cepheids)
 Velocities Vesto M. Slipher (redshifts)

7 April 1912: Victor Hess discovers cosmic rays
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had 25 results, 4 of them blueshifts, and he gave an interpretation on the 
enormous receding mean velocity, of nearly 500 km/s, of these objects: 
“This might suggest that the spiral nebulae are scattering 
but their distribution on the sky is not in accord with this 
since they are inclined to cluster.” 

And he added that:
“... our whole stellar system moves and carries us with it. 
It has for a long time been suggested that the spiral 
nebulae are stellar systems seen at great distances ...     
This theory, it seems to me, gains favor in the present 
observations."

By 1917 Slipher ...
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 In 1924 the Swedish astronomer Karl Lundmark, by making the 

assumption that galaxies were standard objects, used their size and 
brightness to infer their distance from us.

 He then tried to find a relationship between the Slipher’s redshifts 
and the distances and concluded that there might be one, but this 
was not clear enough.

 Actually, Hubble did also make the same assumption but improved
the table of distances by using Cepheid variable stars, when they
were available (and again Slipher’s redshifts). In this way he found a 
clear correlation.



Table 1: Radial velocities in km/s  of 25 spiral nebulae 
published by VM Slipher in 1917

Table 1: Distances in Mpc of spiral nebulae 
published by E Hubble in 1929

“… your velocities and my distances”. Letter of 
E.P. Hubble to V.M. Slipher, Mar 6, 1953.  Biographical 
Memoirs, Vol 52, National Academy of Sciences (U.S.)
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At large scale, the dominant 
movement of our Universe is 
dictated by the law:

V = Ho D

Interpretation:  
1. Proper movement of the galaxies
2. Movement of the reference system, of space-time

Both are right! –But the second prevails at large distances

Ho = (67.8 +/- 0.9) km/s/Mpc [500 Hubble, 1929]

Hubble’s Law
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Hubble acknowledged Slipher's seminal contribution to his own 
work by declaring that: 

“… the first steps in a new field are the most difficult 
and the most significant. Once the barrier is forced 
further development is relatively simple.” 

E.P. Hubble, The realm of the nebulae, Dover Pub. Inc. 1958 
[Biographical Memoirs, Vol 52, National Academy of Sciences 
(U.S.)] 

Further:  Hubble on Slipher’s contribution
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In a letter by Hubble to Willem De Sitter in 1931, he stated his thoughts about the 
velocities by saying 

"... we use the term 'apparent velocities' in order to emphasize the 
empirical feature of the correlation. The interpretation, we feel, should 
be left to you and the very few others who are competent to discuss 
the matter with authority."
Sten Odenwald and Rick Fienberg, "Redshifts Reconsidered", Sky Pub Co (1993)

Hubble never said the universe was expanding! 
http://cecelia.physics.indiana.edu/life/redshift.html

Einstein was convinced in `31 by Eddington, Tolman, and de Sitter (not
by Hubble) of the facts that his static model was unstable and that the
universe was expanding. Harry Nussbaumer, Eur Phys J H39, 37–62 (2014)
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 “On the Curvature of Space”, A. Friedmann, Petersburg                                 
Received June 29, 1922, Zeitschrift für Physik

“the Universe may expand since General Relativity equations admit 
dynamical solutions"

 Remark on the work of A. Friedmann, ZfP 1922, “On the Curvature of Space”          
A. Einstein, Berlin                                                                                                     
Received September 18, 1922, Zeitschrift für Physik

Albert Einstein and the Friedmann Equations, 8.286, 9/27/07: Alan Guth
http://web.mit.edu/8.286/www/slides07/Einstein-and-Friedmann.pdf

Publication of the Friedmann Equations
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 June 29, 1922: Friedmann's paper received at Zeitschrift für Physik
 September 18, 1922: Einstein's refutation received at Zeitschrift für Physik
 December 6, 1922: Friedmann learns about Einstein's objection from his friend, Yuri  

A. Krutkov, who is visiting in Berlin. Friedmann writes a detailed letter to Einstein. 
Einstein is traveling and does not read it

 May, 1923: Einstein meets Krutkov in Leiden, both attending the farewell lecture by 
Lorentz, who was retiring

 Krutkov's letters to his sister: “On Monday, May 7, 1923, I was reading, together with 
Einstein, Friedmann's article in the Zeitschrift für Physik." May 18: “I defeated 
Einstein in the argument about Friedmann. Petrograd's honor is saved!"

 May 31, 1923: Einstein's retraction of his refutation is received at Zeitschrift für Physik
http://web.mit.edu/8.286/www/slides07/
Einstein-and-Friedmann.pdf
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 Vesto Slipher was the first to clearly notice, in 1914, that the universe could hardly be static

 Albert Einstein first established the theoretical framework, GR in 1915 and applied his 
equations in 1917, for the first time, to describe the universe

 Willem de Sitter was the first to find, in 1917, a solution of GR that describes an expanding 
universe, but containing no matter or energy (was dismissed as a toy model)

 Alexandr Friedmann was the first, in 1922, to clearly say that our universe could be 
expanding, since he had found a solution to GR that could be interpreted as corresponding 
to a universe, with the characteristics of ours, which expands

 Georges Lemaître was the first to formulate, in 1927, a scientific theory for an (eternal) 
universe. He linked astronomical data---e.g. speeds (Slipher redshifts) and distances (Hubble 
table), to get an empirical law of proportionality (two years before Hubble, who did it in 
1929)---with a Friedmann solution to GR, which Lemaître himself had rediscovered in 1925 

https://www.enciclopedia.cat/divulcat/Emili
-Elizalde
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Large Magellanic Cloud Cepheid Standards Provide a 1% Foundation for the Determination of the 
Hubble Constant and Stronger Evidence for Physics Beyond LambdaCDM
Adam G. Riess, Stefano Casertano, Wenlong Yuan, Lucas M. Macri, Dan Scolnic (Submitted on 18 Mar 2019 (v1), last revised 27 Mar 2019 (this version, v2))

We present an improved determination of the Hubble constant (H0) from Hubble Space Telescope (HST) observations 
of 70 long-period Cepheids in the Large Magellanic Cloud. These were obtained with the same WFC3 photometric 
system used to measure Cepheids in the hosts of Type Ia supernovae. Gyroscopic control of HST was employed to 
reduce overheads while collecting a large sample of widely-separated Cepheids. The Cepheid Period-Luminosity 
relation provides a zeropoint-free link with 0.4% precision between the new 1.2% geometric distance to the LMC from 
Detached Eclipsing Binaries (DEBs) measured by Pietrzynski et al (2019) and the luminosity of SNe Ia. 
Measurements and analysis of the LMC Cepheids were completed prior to knowledge of the new LMC distance. 
Combined with a refined calibration of the count-rate linearity of WFC3-IR with 0.1% precision (Riess et al 2019), 
these three improved elements together reduce the full uncertainty in the LMC geometric calibration of the Cepheid 
distance ladder from 2.5% to 1.3%. Using only the LMC DEBs to calibrate the ladder we find H0=74.22 +/- 1.82 
km/s/Mpc including systematic uncertainties, 3% higher than before for this particular anchor. Combining the LMC 
DEBs, masers in NGC 4258 and Milky Way parallaxes yields our best estimate: H0 = 74.03 +/- 1.42 km/s/Mpc, 
including systematics, an uncertainty of 1.91%---15% lower than our best previous result. Removing any one of these 
anchors changes H0 by < 0.7%. The difference between H0 measured locally and the value inferred from Planck 
CMB+LCDM is 6.6+/-1.5 km/s/Mpc or 4.4 sigma (P=99.999% for Gaussian errors) in significance, raising the 
discrepancy beyond a plausible level of chance. 

https://arxiv.org/search/astro-ph?searchtype=author&query=Riess,+A+G
https://arxiv.org/search/astro-ph?searchtype=author&query=Casertano,+S
https://arxiv.org/search/astro-ph?searchtype=author&query=Yuan,+W
https://arxiv.org/search/astro-ph?searchtype=author&query=Macri,+L+M
https://arxiv.org/search/astro-ph?searchtype=author&query=Scolnic,+D
https://arxiv.org/abs/1903.07603v1
Eli
Resaltado

Eli
Resaltado
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Planck 2018 results. VI. Cosmological parameters
Planck Collaboration (Submitted on 17 Jul 2018)
We present cosmological parameter results from the final full-mission Planck measurements of 
the CMB anisotropies. We find good consistency with the standard spatially-flat 6-
parameter ΛCDM cosmology having a power-law spectrum of adiabatic scalar perturbations 
(denoted "base ΛCDM" in this paper), from polarization, temperature, and lensing, separately 
and in combination. A combined analysis gives dark matter density Ωch2=0.120±0.001, baryon 
density Ωbh2=0.0224±0.0001, scalar spectral index ns=0.965±0.004, and optical 
depth τ=0.054±0.007 (in this abstract we quote 68% confidence regions on measured 
parameters and 95% on upper limits). The angular acoustic scale is measured 
to 0.03% precision, with 100θ∗=1.0411±0.0003. These results are only weakly dependent on 
the cosmological model and remain stable, with somewhat increased errors, in many commonly 
considered extensions. Assuming the base-ΛCDM cosmology, the inferred late-Universe 
parameters are: Hubble constant H0=(67.4±0.5)km/s/Mpc; matter density 
parameter Ωm=0.315±0.007; and matter fluctuation amplitude σ8=0.811±0.006. We find no 
compelling evidence for extensions to the base-ΛCDM model. (Abridged)

https://arxiv.org/search/astro-ph?searchtype=author&query=Planck+Collaboration
Eli
Resaltado
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The Carnegie-Chicago Hubble Program. VIII. An Independent Determination of 
the Hubble Constant Based on the Tip of the Red Giant Branch

Wendy L. Freedman, Barry F. Madore, Dylan Hatt, Taylor J. Hoyt, In-Sung Jang, Rachael L. Beaton, Christopher R. Burns, Myung
Gyoon Lee, Andrew J. Monson, Jillian R. Neeley, Mark M. Phillips, Jeffrey A. Rich, Mark Seibert (Submitted on 12 Jul 2019)
We present a new and independent determination of the local value of the Hubble constant based on a calibration of the Tip of the 
Red Giant Branch (TRGB) applied to Type Ia supernovae (SNeIa). We find a value of Ho = 69.8 +/- 0.8 (+/-1.1\% stat) +/- 1.7 (+/-
2.4\% sys) km/sec/Mpc. The TRGB method is both precise and accurate, and is parallel to, but independent of the Cepheid distance 
scale. Our value sits midway in the range defined by the current Hubble tension. It agrees at the 1.2-sigma level with that of the 
Planck 2018 estimate, and at the 1.7-sigma level with the SHoES measurement of Ho based on the Cepheid distance scale. The 
TRGB distances have been measured using deep Hubble Space Telescope (HST) Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) imaging of 
galaxy halos. The zero point of the TRGB calibration is set with a distance modulus to the Large Magellanic Cloud of 18.477 +/-
0.004 (stat) +/-0.020 (sys) mag, based on measurement of 20 late-type detached eclipsing binary (DEB) stars, combined with an 
HST parallax calibration of a 3.6 micron Cepheid Leavitt law based on Spitzer observations. We anchor the TRGB distances to 
galaxies that extend our measurement into the Hubble flow using the recently completed Carnegie Supernova Project I sample 
containing about 100 well-observed SNeIa. There are several advantages of halo TRGB distance measurements relative to Cepheid 
variables: these include low halo reddening, minimal effects of crowding or blending of the photometry, only a shallow (calibrated) 
sensitivity to metallicity in the I-band, and no need for multiple epochs of observations or concerns of different slopes with period. In 
addition, the host masses of our TRGB host-galaxy sample are higher on average than the Cepheid sample, better matching the 
range of host-galaxy masses in the CSP distant sample, and reducing potential systematic effects in the SNeIa measurements.

https://arxiv.org/search/astro-ph?searchtype=author&query=Freedman,+W+L
https://arxiv.org/search/astro-ph?searchtype=author&query=Madore,+B+F
https://arxiv.org/search/astro-ph?searchtype=author&query=Hatt,+D
https://arxiv.org/search/astro-ph?searchtype=author&query=Hoyt,+T+J
https://arxiv.org/search/astro-ph?searchtype=author&query=Jang,+I
https://arxiv.org/search/astro-ph?searchtype=author&query=Beaton,+R+L
https://arxiv.org/search/astro-ph?searchtype=author&query=Burns,+C+R
https://arxiv.org/search/astro-ph?searchtype=author&query=Lee,+M+G
https://arxiv.org/search/astro-ph?searchtype=author&query=Monson,+A+J
https://arxiv.org/search/astro-ph?searchtype=author&query=Neeley,+J+R
https://arxiv.org/search/astro-ph?searchtype=author&query=Phillips,+M+M
https://arxiv.org/search/astro-ph?searchtype=author&query=Rich,+J+A
https://arxiv.org/search/astro-ph?searchtype=author&query=Seibert,+M
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One Number Shows Something Is Fundamentally Wrong with 
Our Conception of the Universe   By Adam Mann 8 days ago Space

There's a puzzling mystery going on in the universe. Measurements of the rate of cosmic 
expansion using different methods keep turning up disagreeing results. The situation has 
been called a "crisis.“ The problem centers on what's known as the Hubble constant. 
Named for American astronomer Edwin Hubble, this unit describes how fast the universe 
is expanding at different distances from Earth. Using data from the European Space 
Agency's (ESA) Planck satellite, scientists estimate the rate to be 46,200 mph per million 
light-years (or, using cosmologists' units, 67.4 kilometers/second per megaparsec). But 
calculations using pulsating stars called Cepheids suggest it is 50,400 mph per million 
light-years (73.4 km/s/Mpc).

https://www.livescience.com/author/adam-mann
https://www.livescience.com/space
https://www.livescience.com/64724-hubble-constant-measured-precisely-with-quasars.html
https://www.space.com/25179-hubble-constant.html
https://www.livescience.com/65332-hubble-wrong-speed.html


“All That Matter ... in One Big Bang ...,” 
& Other Cosmological Singularities
E Elizalde *

Galaxies 2018, 6, 25; doi:10.3390/galaxies6010025

arXiv:1801.09550v3 [physics.hist-ph] 25 Jan 2018
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1801.09550.pdf

https://www.preprints.org/search?action=search&field=authors&search=Emilio+Elizalde
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1801.09550.pdf


Reasons in Favor of a Hubble-Lemaître-Slipher’s
(HLS) Law
Emilio Elizalde

Institute of Space Sciences (ICE/CSIC and IEEC), Campus UAB, Carrer de Can Magrans, s/n, 
08193 Bellaterra (Barcelona), Spain

Symmetry 2019, 11(1), 35; https://doi.org/10.3390/sym11010035
arXiv:1810.12416 [physics.hist-ph]

https://doi.org/10.3390/sym11010035
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